We present an analysis of the light curves of 9.1 million stars observed during three seasons by EROS (Expérience de Recherche d'Objets Sombres), in the Galactic plane away from the bulge. Seven stars exhibit luminosity variations compatible with gravitational microlensing effects due to unseen objects. The corresponding optical depth, averaged over four directions, isτ = 0.43 ± 0.2 × 10 −6 . While this value is compatible with expectations from simple Galactic models under reasonable assumptions on the target star distances, we find an excess of events with short timescales toward the direction closest to the Galactic centre. We discuss a possible interpretation involving the contribution of an elongated bar.
Introduction
Extensive photometric surveys, triggered by Paczyński's suggestion (1986) , have led to the observation of microlensing effects toward the Magellanic clouds (EROS, Aubourg et al. 1993; MACHO, Alcock et al. 1993 ) and the Galactic bulge (OGLE, Udalski et al. 1994; Udalski et al. 2000; MACHO, Alcock et al. 1995; Alcock et al. 1997; Alcock et al. 2000) 1 . The few hundred events observed toward the Galactic centre have strengthened the hypothesis of a barred structure. The early suggestion of de Vaucouleurs (1964) that the Galaxy is barred is now supported by many other observations including photometric measurements (Dwek et al. 1995; Hammersley et al. 2000) , studies of gas (Weiner & Sellwood 1999) , stellar kinematics (Zhao et al. 1996) and star counts . Nevertheless, the bar parameters (shape, size, mass ...) are not yet precisely known.
In order to improve our knowledge of the Galactic structure, EROS started a dedicated observing programme in four directions of the Galactic plane in 1996. These directions, at large angles from the Galactic centre, have been chosen to disentangle the disc, bar and halo contributions to the optical depth. Three events with long Einstein radius crossing times have already been published, based on two year (1996-97) EROS observations (Derue et al. 1999, hereafter Paper I) . Because of their long duration, they are more easily interpreted as lensing events due to disc objects, rather than to halo deflectors. We present in this paper an analysis of the three-year data set (1996) (1997) (1998) .
Experimental setup and observations
The telescope, camera and observations, as well as the operations and data reduction are described in Paper I and references therein. Four different directions are being monitored in the Galactic plane, corresponding to a total of 29 one-square-degree fields with high stellar densities, covering a wide range of Galactic longitude. The observation parameters for these fields (EROS Galactic Spiral Arms -GSA) are summarized in Table 1 . The three year data set contains 9.1 million light curves: 2.1 toward β Sct, 1.8 toward γ Sct, 3.0 toward γ Nor and 2.2 toward θ Mus. The observations span the period between July 1996 and November 1998, except for θ Mus which have been monitored only since January 1997. An average of 125 measurements per field were obtained in each of the R EROS and V EROS bands, which are related to the Cousins I and Johnson V magnitudes through the following colour equations:
The colour coefficients were obtained from the study of our passbands, and the zero points were established with data taken at the ESO-Danish telescope (Regnault 2000) . We cross-checked that, with these colour equations, the mean magnitudes of the LMC red-giant clump stars agree within 0.1 magnitude precision, with determinations by Harris & Zaritsky (1999) and Udalski et al. (1998) . Figure 1 shows the field positions in Galactic coordinates, while Fig. 2 represents the observation time span and average sampling for the different directions.
The search for lensed stars

Data analysis and event selection
The data analysis is similar to that of the first two years, except that no criteria based on the colour-magnitude diagram were needed. This change was made possible by the longer time coverage, allowing a better rejection against variable stars.
Light curves for both colours have been produced from the sequences of images using the specific software PEIDA (Photométrie etÉtude d'Images Destinées a l'Astrophysique), designed to extract photometric information in crowded fields (Ansari 1996) . The efficiency of the selection process described below has been controlled with Monte-Carlo generated light curves (see Sect. 3.2). The resulting efficiencies and rejection factors are summarized in Table 2 .
-After producing the light curves for a total of 9 085 921 sources, the first step of the event selection filter consists in a non specific prefiltering that retains the ∼13% most variable light curves, satisfying at least one of the following criteria: the strongest fluctuation along the light curve (series of consecutive flux measurements that lie below or above the base line) is incompatible with a stable light curve; or the dispersion of the flux measurements is significantly larger than expected from their estimated photometric precision; or the distribution of the deviations with respect to the base flux is incompatible with the one expected from the measurements of a stable source with Gaussian errors from a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The thresholds of these three criteria have been tuned to select a total of ∼13% of the light curves. We also include a randomly selected set of light curves (∼2%) to produce unbiased colour-magnitude diagrams and for use in simulations; -We then search for bumps in each light curve. A bump is defined as a series of consecutive flux measurements that starts with a positive fluctuation of more than one standard deviation (+1σ) from the base flux, ends when 3 consecutive measurements lie below +1σ from the base line and contains at least four measurements deviating by more than +1σ. A probability Q is associated to each bump assuming gaussian errors and a stable source. We require that the light curve contains at least one such bump for each colour. Then we require a minimum overlap between the most significant bumps (main bumps) in each colour. The ratio of the overlap time to the joined time of the two bumps should exceed 10%; -The next two criteria are intended to remove repetitive variable stars. For this purpose we require the probability Q of the second most significant bump (if any) to be significantly larger than that of the first bump (more than a factor ∼3). We also demand the correlation between the red and blue light curves outside the main bump to be small: the correlation coefficient ρ is estimated from blue and red measurements that do not belong to the main fluctuation. We require that . Distribution of log 10 (χ 2 ml−out ) versus log 10 (∆χ 2 ) for the light curves that satisfy all other selection criteria. The two lines correspond to the adopted cuts. Stars ( ) correspond to the seven candidates selected by our analysis.
-The next two variables are introduced to quantify the quality of the microlensing fit: we estimate χ 2 ml−out as the combined χ 2 per degree of freedom of the microlensing fit for both colours, estimated outside the hypothetical microlensing peak (i.e. restricted to periods where the fitted magnification is lower than 10%). We reject light curves with χ 2 ml−out > 8. We retain only high signal-to-noise ratio events by requiring a significant improvement of the microlensing fit (ml) over a constant flux fit (cst), in both colours:
-In the last step of our selection process, we retain light curves with a fitted impact parameter u 0 < 1. and a fitted Eintein radius crossing time t E > 1 day.
Seven light curves satisfy all requirements; they are labelled EROS-GSA1 to 7. Figure 3 shows the distribution of log 10 (χ 2 ml−out ) versus log 10 (∆χ 2 ) for light curves satisfying all the other selection criteria. The seven candidates are located in a region of the diagram corresponding to lightcurves with a magnification well described by a microlensing fit and constant outside the peak. The upper right side of the diagram is populated by variable stars, mostly red and bright. The upper panel of Fig. 4 shows the distribution of log 10 (∆χ 2 ) for the light curves that satisfy all the other criteria. The lower panel gives the estimated optical depth as a function of the minimum threshold on this variable. The estimate of the optical depth does not vary significantly with the cut threshold on ∆χ 2 down to the value ∼12. This indicates that a possible background contamination would have a small impact on our optical depth estimates. 
The selection efficiency
To determine the efficiency of each selection criterion, we have applied them to Monte-Carlo generated microlensing light curves, obtained from a representative sample of the observed light curves on which we superimpose randomly generated microlensing effects. For this purpose, we use the randomly selected set of light curves from the prefilter stage. The microlensing parameters are uniformly drawn from the following intervals: impact parameter expressed in units of the Einstein radius u 0 ∈ [0, 2], maximum magnification time in a search period T search starting 150 days before the first observation and ending 150 days after the last observation and Einstein radius crossing time t E ∈ [1, 250] days. For each generated light curve, the base flux is taken to be equal to the randomly selected star's flux. The light curve is also used to reproduce the experiment's time sampling, as well as the photometric errors, taking into account each measurement's observing conditions (seeing, sky background...). Figure 5 shows the variation of the average detection efficiency (t E ) as a function of the event duration t E , for the four monitored directions. As in Paper I, the reported efficiency (t E ) (called sampling efficiency) is relative to a set of unblended stars and normalised to u 0 < 1. It is difficult to assess at this stage the impact of blending in our analysis, as the population and distance of the observed stars are poorly known. However, the effect of the blending on our detection efficiency has been found to be less than ∼20% toward the Magellanic clouds, due to our relatively low limiting magnitude. (tE) . The detection efficiency is the ratio of the number of simulated events satisfying the selection criteria -with duration tE, any u0 and any date of maximum within the search period -to the number of events generated with u0 ≤ 1.
The 7 candidates
show their light curves in both EROS passbands. A plot of the correlation between the magnifications in the two colors is also included. The positions of the seven candidates in the colour-magnitude diagrams are shown in Fig. 6 . They are representative of the monitored stars, located in the main sequence part of the diagram. Because of the high stellar densities of the fields monitored in microlensing surveys, the flux of each reconstructed star can result from the superposition of the fluxes of many source stars. To take into account this possibility, we performed another microlensing fit with two additional parameters, namely the blending coefficients c bl | B,R in each colour, representing the relative contribution of the lensed star flux to the reconstructed base flux:
The blending coefficient c bl is unity when there is no blending and c bl → 0 in the limit where the magnified star does not contribute at all to the total recovered baseline flux. The fit with blending has not been performed for GSA2, which is compatible with a binary source event (see Paper I). For GSA1, GSA4, GSA5 and GSA7, we find that blending is negligible (c bl | B,R > 0.9). Taking into account a possible blending within the uncertainties has a negligible impact on the contribution of these events to the optical depth τ . For GSA3 and GSA6, the blending coefficients are less constrained, because of the sparse sampling during the phases of fast changing magnification. We find nevertheless that c bl | B,R > 0.3 for GSA3, corresponding to t E < 100 days. The GSA3 contribution to τ would be increased by 30% for the maximum allowed blending. The fit to GSA6 light curve shows no blending, but with a very large uncertainty. The values given for the event duration and its contribution to τ should thus be considered as lower limits. GSA1 & 2 have been studied in detail in Paper I leading to additional constraints on lens masses and distances. None of the new candidates shows any noticeable deviation from standard microlensing curves, nor do they contain precise enough data to establish useful limits from this lack of deviation.
Optical depth estimation
For a given target, an estimate of the optical depth -the probability of observing a magnification larger than 1.34 for a pointlike source -can be computed using the expression:
This expression can also be written in the form:
where N obs is the number of monitored stars in the target and T search is the duration of the search period (T search = time span + 300 days). For this 3 year analysis, T search is 1170 days toward γ Nor, γ Sct, β Sct and 990 days toward θ Mus. t E / = t E / (t E ) denotes the mean value of event durations weighted by the inverse of the efficiency. As already noted by different authors (see e.g. Han & Gould 1995) two factors contribute to the uncertainty of the optical depth computed using the above formulae: Poisson fluctuations in the total number of observed events σ(N evt ) = √ N evt and fluctuations in the observed values of t E / . Given the small statistics, the increase of the error bars due to the latter contribution was found negligible.
The contribution of each event to the optical depth is given in Table 3 . We obtain τ (γ Nor) = 0.27 × 10 −6 and τ (γ Sct) = 1.64 × 10 −6 for the two directions where the 7 events have been observed. These values are shown in Fig. 9 , with error bars which include only Poisson fluctuations, corresponding to the classical 68% confidence intervals (Feldman & Cousins 1998 ).
We have also computed an average optical depthτ by a weighted mean (w = N obs × T search ) over the four directions. We findτ = 0.43 ± 0.2 × 10 −6 in agreement with expectations from the models described below.
For the β Sct and θ Mus directions, where no event has been observed (N evt = 0), we compute an upper limit on the optical depth using the expected value of t E / . This value is computed from the predicted t E distribution for model 1 (see Sect. 6). The corresponding 95% confidence level upper limits (τ (θ Mus) < 0.68 × 10 −6 , τ (β Sct) < 1.03 × 10 −6 ) are also shown in Fig. 9 .
It is difficult to compare our results with the published OGLE analysis (Udalski et al. 2000) , as our fields are located outside the region studied by this team. Moreover, the OGLE analysis efficiency and their observed optical depth are not yet available.
Galaxy model, optical depth and event timescales
From the position of the observer, the spatial distribution of the source stars and the density distribution of the deflectors, one can estimate the average optical depth toward a population of sources. We assume throughout this paper that the distance to the Galactic centre is R = 8.5 kpc. The velocity distributions and the deflector mass function are needed to estimate the event rate and obtain the Einstein radius crossing time distribution. 
Spatial distribution of the sources
In contrast with the Magellanic Clouds, the distance distribution of the monitored stars is poorly known, and should a priori vary with the limiting magnitude. In our detection conditions, the populations of stars used to obtain the optical depths measured in Sect. 5 are those described by the colour-magnitude diagrams of Fig. 6 . An analysis of these diagrams shows that their content is dominated by a population of source stars located ∼7 kpc away, undergoing an interstellar extinction of about 3 magnitudes in V J band (see Mansoux 1997 for more details). This distance estimate is in rough agreement with the distance to the spiral arms deduced from Georgelin et al. (1994) and Russeil et al. (1998) . We thus adopt 7 kpc for the average distance of the source stars for the discussion presented in this paper.
Deflectors
Density distribution
We compute the expected optical depth using three component models for the distribution of the deflectors. A bulge, described by a barlike triaxial distribution, a disc, and a standard isotropic and isothermal halo. Two different models are considered. The first model (model 1) has a "thin" disc alone with a standard isotropic and isothermal halo. The second model (model 2) has a "thin" plus a "thick" disc with a very light halo. The matter distribution in a disc is modeled in cylindrical coordinates by a double exponential:
where Σ is the column density of the disc at the solar position, H the height scale and R the length scale of the disc. The density distribution for the bulge -a barlike triaxial model -is taken from Dwek et al. (1995) model G2, given in Cartesian coordinates by:
where M B is the bulge mass, and a, b, c are the scale length factors. The bar major axis is tilted by φ = 15
• with respect to the Sun-Galactic centre line. We use a standard isotropic and isothermal halo with a density distribution given in spherical coordinates by:
where ρ h is the local halo density, and R c is the halo "core radius". The model parameters we use here are summarized in Table 4 . As the precise morphology of the Galactic spiral arms is not known (see Englmaier & Gerhard 1998) , no spiral arm feature is included in our models.
Mass function
The mass function of the disc lenses is taken as the local stellar mass function given by Gould et al. (1997) , which is derived from HST observations. For simplicity, we have used identical mass functions for the bulge and the disk lenses, although differences have recently been observed (see e.g. Zoccali et al. 2000) . However, we have checked that changing the bulge mass function has a small impact on the expected event duration distribution. The mass function in the halo is still unknown and we assume that lenses belonging to the halo all have the same mass M = 0.5 M .
Kinematic distributions
Observer
For the solar motion with respect to the disc we have adopted the Standard Solar Motion (Delhaye 1965 ) which corresponds to a solar velocity of:
Disc objects
Disc objects are swept along by the similar global rotation as the Local Standard of Rest and the disc sources. We adopt the rotation curve of Brand & Blitz (1993) :
with V rot, = 220 km s −1 . If all the microlensing actors belong to the disc, the average transverse velocity of the deflector relative to the line of sight is not large compared to the velocity dispersions. The first consequence is that we expect disc-lens/discsource events to have long timescales. The second consequence is that we have to take into account the peculiar velocity distributions to get the correct microlensing duration distributions. For the lenses we adopt the observed distribution of the local stars, described by an anisotropic Gaussian with the following velocity dispersions:
-for the thin disc: σ r = 34 km s −1 , σ θ = 28 km s −1 and σ z = 20 km s −1 ; -for the thick disc: σ r = 51 km s −1 , σ θ = 38 km s −1 and σ z = 35 km s −1 .
As far as the source stars of the disc are concerned, they are assumed to be young objects with small peculiar velocities which we neglect.
Bulge objects
For sources or lenses located in the bulge we assume that the velocity distribution is Maxwellian. Then, the transverse velocity distribution is given by:
with a velocity dispersion σ bulge ∼ 110 km s −1 .
Halo objects
For halo objects we consider also a Maxwellian velocity distribution with a typical velocity dispersion σ halo ∼ 150 km s −1 . Figure 9 shows the expected optical depth up to 7 kpc as a function of Galactic longitude for model 1 at the average Galactic latitude of our fields (b = −2.5 • ). As the main contribution comes from the thin disc (about 90%), variations of the optical depth from field to field due to the range of 2 to 3
Expected optical depth
• in latitude can reach 30% in the case of γ Nor, and 20% for the other targets. Note that at this Galactic latitude, the bulge and disc contributions are already reduced by a factor 2 with respect to zero latitude; moreover around zero longitude, the bulge contribution also depends dramatically on the distance to the target.
Assuming a standard halo made completely of compact objects would lead to a halo contribution of less than 10% to the Galactic spiral arms optical depth. Moreover the EROS measurements toward the LMC Alcock et al. 1998; Lasserre et al. 2000) and the SMC indicate that no more than 30% of this halo can be made of MACHOs lighter than 0.5 M . Thus we will neglect the halo contribution in the following discussion.
The expected optical depths (without the halo contribution) for each monitored direction are reported in Table 5 . The expected optical depth, averaged over the four directions, is 0.56 × 10 −6 for model 1 and 0.66 × 10 −6
for model 2. Our estimates of the disk optical depth are compatible with previous calculations by Grenacher et al. (1999) . Table 5 . Expected and observed optical depth τ (×10 6 ), number of events (N), average timescale (tE) and associated rms (in days) for each monitored direction, assuming that the distance to the source stars is 7 kpc. Note that in contrast to Fig. 9 the contribution of the dark halo has been removed. • 5 for two values of the bar length parameter (a), for model 1. The thick lines indicate the total expected optical depth for the two values of bar length. The curve labeled Halo indicates the contribution of a halo made completely of MACHO's. The measured optical depths (or limits at 90% CL) are quoted for our 4 targets. Table 6 shows the range of variation of the expected optical depth τ , associated with the range of model parameters, toward γ Sct (the only direction where the bulge contribution is significant). The domain of parameters we choose is very conservative and includes a wide variety of published estimates (Méra et al. 1998; Flynn & Fuchs 1994; Sackett 1997 for the disc parameters; Stanek et al. 1994; Binney 2000) . Note that the systematic uncertainty in τ due to the uncertainty in the distance to the sources a priori affects each direction in distinct ways. On the other hand, the systematic uncertainty due to the disc parameters affects the four monitored directions similarly. . tE distribution of the events expected during the search period T search per 10 7 monitored stars toward the four directions, when neglecting the halo contribution for model 1. These distributions take into account the detection efficiency (tE). The durations of the seven candidates are marked. Notice that the bulge contribution is negligible except toward γ Sct.
As far as the bulge is concerned, the most sensitive parameter for the optical depth estimate toward γ Sct is the semi-major axis length a (see also Fig. 9 ). The three other targets are insensitive to the bar parameters. Figure 10 shows the expected event duration distributions toward the four monitored directions. The durations of the seven selected candidates are also indicated. The predicted distributions are obtained using the kinematic characteristics and mass functions given above. As disc lenses have a low velocity relative to the line of sight, disc-disc events have longer timescales (∼60-70 days) than bulgedisc events (∼20 days).
Event timescales and event rate
In Table 5 we report the number of expected events and their mean duration (t E ) for both models. The mean event duration expected toward γ Sct is smaller due to a larger contribution from the bulge.
Discussion
The two targets γ Sct and γ Nor are located at nearly symmetric longitudes with respect to the Galactic centre.
Therefore -assuming that the source distance is the same for both -they would experience the same systematic shift if the discs are different than modelled. Yet, we find an optical depth toward γ Sct ( 1.64 × 10 −6 ) significantly larger (at ∼2σ) than toward γ Nor ( 0.27 × 10 −6 ). In addition, the average measured event timescale toward γ Sct is 40 days, half of that observed for γ Nor (84 days). A Student's Test of the two subsamples of events shows that the probability to get this difference (or worse) between the two averages is less than 9%
2 . The optical depth asymmetry and the timescale difference we observe are then marginally compatible with what is expected from the bar contribution in our models. Apart from the statistical fluctuations, we discuss below the possible asymmetric systematic effects that could lead to differences between the event rates and characteristics toward the γ Sct and the γ Nor directions:
-The optical depth is very sensitive to the poorly known distance distribution of the monitored source stars, which depends on the star number density and the extinction along the line of sight. For example, changing the γ Sct source star distances from 7 kpc to 9 kpc (resp 11 kpc) increases the expected optical depth from 0.75 × 10 −6 to 1.3 × 10 −6 (resp. 1.93 × 10 −6 ). However, this hypothesis cannot account for the shorter event durations observed toward γ Sct; -One cannot exclude the possibility of overdensities along the γ Sct line of sight or underdensities toward γ Nor, due to structures in the spiral arms. But here again, if such density fluctuations could explain differences of the optical depths, different kinematical behaviour should also be invoked to explain the difference in the t E distributions; -An increase in the bar length parameter (a) enhances the asymmetric contribution to the optical depth; Changing this parameter from a = 1.5 to a = 3 kpc changes the optical depth toward γ Sct from 0.65 to 1.40 × 10 −6 . In addition, bar induced microlensing events have a shorter time scale (as shown in Fig. 10 ), which would then explain the observed asymmetry in the event duration distribution.
Conclusion
We have searched for microlensing events with a duration ranging from a few days to a few months in four Galactic disc zones lying between 18
• to 55
• from the Galactic centre. A critical issue of such an investigation concerns the distances of the source stars -a question that could be addressed by performing a multiband wide-field photometric study of the target fields.
Our search has led to the discovery of seven events that can be interpreted as microlensing events due to massive compact objects. The estimated average optical depth inferred from this result is compatible with expectations from simple Galactic models. However, these events show different rates and time scales at different Galactic longitudes. These variations might point to a comparatively long Galactic bar.
